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Track fixed-income opportunities with this monthly update. 

One way to understand where opportunity lies in the broad fixed-income market is to 
look at bond spreads — which measure the difference in yield between a bond and a 
risk-free benchmark like U.S. Treasuries. Our proprietary Spread Monitor measures this 
difference by examining more than 20 years of data.

Yield spreads can give market observers a quick snapshot of sentiment. For instance, 
when investors become risk-averse and favor safer bonds, yield spreads widen and 
investors are “paid more” to take on risk. Comparing current spreads relative to 
historical levels helps investors evaluate opportunities across fixed-income sectors.

Key takeaways for January 2023

• Spreads tightened during the month, resulting in less compensation to take on risk.

• At these levels, we are more cautious about corporate bonds as recession risk
remains elevated.

• We are leaning toward Agency and quality non-Agency mortgage-backed securities
because of attractive valuations and strong performance. We also prefer mortgage
securities issued in 2020 and early 2021, which experienced significant home price
appreciation and could provide greater protection as prices decline.



Bottom line
Credit spreads are one metric that investors can use to gauge the appropriateness of 
risk compensation in the bond market. A more thorough understanding of risk versus 
reward allows us to identify opportunities as they emerge and position portfolios for 
value.

Learn more about the importance of understanding spreads from Gene Tannuzzo, Global 
Head of Fixed Income. 

Download transcript

https://www.columbiathreadneedleus.com/blog/columbia-threadneedle-risk-compensation-monitor
https://www.columbiathreadneedleus.com/binaries/content/assets/cti-blog/tannuzzo_2022_spread-products_1221_transcript.pdf
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Disclosures:

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. There are risks associated with fixed-income investments, including credit risk, interest rate risk, 
and prepayment and extension risk. In general, bond prices rise when interest rates fall and vice versa. This effect is usually more pronounced for longer 
term securities. A rise in interest rates may result in a price decline of fixed-income instruments held by the fund, negatively impacting its performance and 
NAV. Falling rates may result in the fund investing in lower yielding debt instruments, lowering the fund’s income and yield. These risks may be heightened 
for longer maturity and duration securities. Mortgage- and asset backed securities are affected by interest rates, financial health of issuers/originators, 
creditworthiness of entities providing credit enhancements and the value of underlying assets.




